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& graph G is tailed hypohamiltonian if G is not hamiltonisn but every vertex deleted subgraph 
G - u is hamiltonian. We show that the number of noniscmorphic hypohamikonian graphs of 
order p increases at least exponentially. Moreover, we sh )w that every bipartite graph can be 
found as the in(Iuced sabgraph of some hypohamiltonian graph, and that there exists a p-vertex 
hypohamiltonisn graph of girth 3 for every p 3 18 except uossibly for p = 19,20,22,25. 
I. Introduction 
A graph G ii cahed hypohamiftokzn if G is not hamiltonian but every 
vertex-deleted subgraph G - u is hamiltonkan. Chv%tal [1) introduced a class of 
graphs called flip-Flops for constructing new hypohamiltonan graphs and showed 
that the number f@) of nonisomorphk hypohamiltonian graphs of order p has the 
property that f(p) -+m. We introduce here some new constructions involving 
flip-flops which allow us to show that every bipartite graph is the subgraph of some 
hypohamiltonian graph tied that f(p) increases exponentially. 
Thomassen [5] has constn;cted a 320vertex hypohamiitonian graph with a 4-cycle 
and a d&vertex hypohamiltonkn graph with a triangle. Our methods produce 
graphs of either type for almost all orde;is. In particula!r, there is a 200vertex 
hypohamiitonian graph with a /I-cycle and an 1%ver;ex hypohamiltonian graph with 
a triangle. 
2. Strong flipflops 
We red first some definitions of chvtital [I]. Let F be a graph and a, b, c, d 
vertices of IT The pair (n, b) is called good m F if there is a spanning path in I;; with 
endpoints a and b. Similarly ((u, b), (c, d)) irs called good in F if there are two 
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disjoint paths in F which together span k: and have endpoints a, 6 and c, d, 
respectivety. The quintuple (F, a, b, c, d) is called a flip-flap if the following hold: 
(i) (a, d),(b, c), and ((a, d),(b, c)) arz good in F. 
(ii) None of (a, 0 (b.4, (4 c), (G 01, ((a, b), (c, d)), or ((a, c), (b, d)) is good 
in E 
(iii) For each x in F at least one of (u, c), @, d), ((G b), (c, d)), or ((a, c), (a d)) is 
ood in F-x. 
The graph based on (F, a, 6, c, d) is the graph obtained by adding two points U, t) 
and five edges UB, ud, ub, UC, uv (see Fig. 1). A flip-flop is called cubric if the graph 
based on it is cubic. Any graph based on a flip-flop is hypohamiltonian. 
For our main construction we need a speciai kind of flip-flop. 
. Fig. 1. 
DefSnltion. A flip-flop (F, a, b, c, d) wil1 be called strong if cnc is not good in 
F - Is - d, ab is not good in F - c - d, bd is not good in F - CI - c, and cd is not 
good in F - a - b. 
Th$e fl~@lops F8, Fij, and Fls in Figs. 2-4 are strorjg. The flip-flops FS and FIX 
were first introduced in [I] while the graph based on the new flip-flop Fls is the 
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20-vertex cubic hypohamiltonian graph found by Doyen and Van Diest [3]. It is of 
interest to note that the graph based on (I$, F;r, F,,) provides the firsi example of a 
40~vertex cubic hypohamiltonian graph, where (&, &., Flp,) detloltes the flip-flop 
produced by Chvatal’s tertiary operation. 
Let B be a graph with vertex set rI, e . + , r,, sl,. . . , s, where m, III 2 2. We assume 
that each vertex of I3 is incident to at feast one edge. We shah call B bipartite if and 
only if it is bipartite with respect o the partitioning of its vertices into the two sets 
rr, ‘**? m and ~1,. l . t s, ; that is, each edge of B is of the form risf. Let 
(FY ao, iO, co, &) be a flip-flop. The graph [E, B] will be the disjoint union of the two 
graphs F a,nd B together with the new vertices al,. . . , a,, bl,. . . , b,,, cl,. a. q cm, 
4, Ax; * . . ) the tiNo cycfes J, = alrld,a2rzd2 8. l a,rmd,,,as and ..I2 = 
b~s&~s~cs + 6 l b,s,c,b 1; L,,rd the additional edges aOal, bobj, cat,, dad, where i = 
1 ,***t nt and j = I,. . . , n= (see Fig. 5). 
Fig 5. 
Praof. We shall assume for convenience that rrst is an edge of B. Let us suppose 
thlat G admits a hamittonian cycle H. The intersection of this cycle with the flip-flop 
F wit1 be pairwise disjoint paths Pi,. . . ., Pa which span F. We may assume that P, 
contains E-IM-W~ than ox~nre: paint and that une of its endpoints is sow 
Suppom the nther endpiut of PI is &, then N contains the path arao, . . . ) dad,. 
Since q and dk are vertices of degree 3 adjacent o a0 and do9 respectively, Ef must 
also contain the edges ~~-~~j~ aj~ for j > 1 and rkdg, dkak+t for k # i. But this implies 
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that N contains a path in .?, with endpoints ui and di and consequently can contain 
no point of Jz. Therefore we must assume that the other endpoint of PI is some 
other point, say 6(,. 
Since F is a flip-flop, (ao, b,,) is not good in F and therefore P, does not span E 
Hence a B 2. Clearly cy S 3 aho. If a T= 3, then the two paths Pa and .& would have 
to be thte single points co and do. In such a case (a*, bo) would have to be good in 
F _- cO - & which is not possibie becasue F is strong. Thus cu =r 2. Moreover, since F 
is a flip-flop, ((a,, &), (co, A)) is not good in F and therefore Pz must be a single 
point, say do, and P1 spans F - &. It follows that we may assume H contains the 
path au l l * b&c, l l * cnssri. 
Zn II, Q. is joined to some Qi, i :m 0, and herzce H contains a hamiltonian path in 
raph induced by 
f II, l ‘-, T M1 aI I, . . . , am, do, d~,..=,d,l 
which connects t2 and a,. But is is easy to see that no such path exists. Hence G is 
not hamiltonian. 
Let u be arty point in F other than&,, bO, co or do. In order to complete the proof 
that G is hypohamiltonian it suffices :to exhibit hamiltonian cycles in the following 
four vertex deleted subgraphs: 
(i) G - art. We may assume thal (60, d,,) is good in F - no, then the cycle 
b,, l l l drrdlat l + . altIslcl .- e c,b,h spans G - a(]. 
(ii) G - M. We may assume that ((ao, co), &, do)) is good in F - u, then the cycle 
co ’ l l aFIalrl  0 - r,cf,t&, l l l bnblsl l l l s~c,~c~ spans G - U. 
(iii) G - at. We may assume that (uo, b,) is good in F - dct, then the cycle 
(iv) Z 
- ’ ’ b*b,c, l - l c,~,rldldOdmrm * - 9 r2uzao spans G - at. 
- tz. ‘We may assume that (uO, bO) is good in F - do, then the cycle 
UO l l l b&,c, l s l cJsJ?JaJ l l l d2dbdluZu0 spans G - r2. 
Proposition 2.1 implies that every bipartite graph, in particular, the complete 
hi part it e graph K,, n, is a subgraph of some hypohamiltonian graph. For example, 
IF l %, &. 2 ] is a 20-vertex hypohamiltonian graph with a 4-cycle. More generally, we 
have 
Theorem 2.2. Fur each positive integer p and each bipartite graph B of urder 
d (p - 18)/3, there is u hypohumiitoniun graph of order p haoing I3 as a subgrttph. 
Proof. The order of [F, B] is p = IFI + 3) B 1. Therefore, using only the strong 
flip-flops &, F 13, and Ftw, we can construct hypohamiltonian graphs of al1 orders 
p 2330. 
Let c’(p) be the number of nonisomorphic hypohamiltoniarz graphs of order p* 
hvhtai [l] has shown that p(p) --+ 30 and Doyen and Van Diest [a] hav;e shown that 
certain sequences of orders f(p) is bounded below by a linear function. We( can 
show that f(p) is bounded below by an expon~nt~~ function. 
Theorem 2.3. There exist constants a, b z 0 such that f(p) 5 [exi>( apI t b)] f;or all p. 
Proof. Let 2 s nz G ~1. Define /3(m, n:) to be the family of bipart?te g,raphs EI with ~1 
and n vertices, respectively, in the fwo classes and such that each vertex of B has 
degree at feast one and at most yn - 1, Let g(m, n) be the number of nonisomorphie 
members of /3(m, n). Let F be one of the strong flip-flops FH, &. or F,, and let 
B E @(m, n). Then B can be obtaiyred from [F, B] as follows: Debcte first from 
f F, I?\ the four vertices of degree 3 1~ + 2 and delete all neighboring vertices. Then 
delete all isolated vertices. If F = Flw also delete a component which is K,..,. The 
resulting graph is B. Thus [F, B] and [F, S’] are nonisomorphic whenever B and B’ 
are and hence f(p) 3 g(m, n) where p = 1 I=1 + 3(m + n). The theorem follows now 
from the easy observation that g(n, n) and g(n, n + 1) are exponentially bounded 
below. 
It has been observed [l] that there are hypohanriltonian graphs which remain 
hypohamiltonian upon the addition of a &table ed:;e. If F is a strong flip-flop and 
B is a bipartite g -aph with vertices partitioned into r , . . . , r, and st, e . . , s,, then any 
set of new edg,:s of the form r‘s, may be addei to [F, B] to create a new 
hypohamiltonian graph. From this we may conclude the following, more general 
result :
Theonm 2.4. Inhere dst positive red numbers po, c such that for each integer p 3 p. 
there exists a hypohamiltonian graph (If order p which remains hypohamiltonian upon 
the addition of r lore than cp’ suitable edges. 
This provides at least a partial answer to ChvBtal’s question [ 11: How many edges 
can a p-vertex hypohamittonian graph have? For instance, it is easy ‘to show that for 
any integer p 3 30 there exists a p-vertex hypohamiltonian graph ,with more than 
p%6 edges. This also indicates that the average degree of a hypohamiltonian graph 
can be arbitrarily large. Foi example, the average degree of [FRY K,,.,,] is greater that 
n/3. Nevertheless, al1 the know? hvrjohmiltonian graphs contain a vertex of degree 
3. This raises the following question: Is ;$ere a hv~hamilr,,nian g,raph with no * 
vertices of degree 33 
The known hypahamiltonian graphs appear to be symmetric. It is easy to show 
that this is not a necessary condition. Let B have rhe vertex stt rr, . . . , rt, sl,. . . , s., 
and rename sI, s2, So, s4 as tl, t:, t.$, t3, respectively. Let r,t, be an edge of B if and onlv 
if i + j a 5, then the only automorphism of [F,, B] is the identity. In general, if B is 
a bipartite graph with no automorphisms other than the identity and with no 
isolated vertex, then [F, B] also has no automorphisms other than the idenity. 
3. A unitary operation 
We have so far exhibited only three strong flip-fiops. Chavfital’s binriry operat;,on 
( l ) l ) and tertiary operation ( - * l , l ) on flip-flops generate flip-flops of every order 
24, However, in general these operations do not produce strong ftip_fLops. We 
introduce ht:re a unitary operation whkh pro&ces strong flip-flops and also new 
hamiltonian graphs. 
t (p9 Q,, b, c, d) be a flip-flap. Then (&j wit1 denote the new flip-flop 
(1”;“. a’, b’, c”‘, d’) ahtained by adding to F the (eight vertices r~l ‘,b’, c’, at’, t6, rv, x, y 
and the twelve edges xb, b’x, ub’, a%, ua, yc, ~‘y, IX’* d’v, ud, xd’, ya’ (see Fig. 6). 
The foLIowing is easily verified: 
3.11. ff F is a flip-flop, thera (F) is a strong *flip -J%J~ which is csrbic 
whenever F is cubic. 
Since the order of (A?) is 1 F f + 8, Proposition 5 in [I] implies the following: 
Csrrdlary 3.2, 77tare 
It is known that the only cubic graph of order 6 16 i.s the Petersen graph [2], the 
graph based on FS. ChvAtaL observed that the I.$-vertex cubic Sousselier graph [4) is 
the graph based on (Fe, F8). The new l&-vertex cubic hypohamiltonian graph found 
in [ 2j is the graph based on (F8). 
4. ‘Mangles in hypohamibnian graphs 
Thontassen [sf has constructed a b0-vertex hypshamiltonian graph which COTI- 
tains a zriangie. Using flip-flops, we are able to construct a p-vertex hypoh;kmilto- 
nian graph with a triangle for almost any p. 
Let (F,, atar, b‘  ci, d, ) be a flip-flop, i = I, . . . , n, Successive applications’ rraf Chv&ai’s 
binary operation gives us a new flip_fIop F which is the disjoint union of F;, , . . 9 f$ 
her with the additionai edges tz& + Ir d;a, +I where i ==t 1, . . . , MI - 1. The graph On 
on F is then hypohamiitonian. Let G’L be the graph G,, together with the 
onai edges ~4, i = 1,. . . , n - 1 and uati, j = 2,. . . t n (see Fig. 7). 
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Themm 4,2. ?‘here is u pt)ertr;lx hypohamiltanian graph with a triartgle fur eczch 
p a 18 excqt pmsibry p = 19,20,22,2S. Mmouer, for each prrsitivr integer k 6 
fp - 18)/S there i3 a p-vertex h ypahamiltonion graph with exactly k triangles. 
Prorol. Let It;‘,, arid l% be the 1 I-vertw and 14+ert :x flip-8 ops, respectively, from 
[I]* The fiip-ff~pi (FR, J!%), (F;‘RI E,?, (I”;k, I” >), (&, FIl,, (f%, &). (Fir, c,), (FL FQJ, 
(JL FM), (F;+ FM), (&I, f;;8), ((ES, FL), FM), (F13, KS) have orders 16,19,21,22, 
24,25 , . . . ,251, re~~pectively. Sine@ for any flip-flops F, (F, F8) is a fii~-flsp af order 
1 k”‘l + 8, we can construct flip-flops of ewxy order p 3 32 from these, ‘This implies 
the first part of the carotlary The second part follows from the sbserva,tian that we 
may remove edges from G A lo produce a hypohamiltonian graph with a;ly numbea 
of triangles :G pt - 1. 
